Abstract: Impacts of returns on assets are not instantaneously felt, since there is lag period. In this paper we consider the problem of developing a model for the conditional QPDL (quantile polynomial distributed lag) and investigate the influences of the conditioning variables on the location, scale and shape parameters of the QPDL model. As an economic application, we consider the production of rubber and its price returns of Sri Lanka. From the analysis we observed that the QPDL model applications were better estimators than the PDL (Polynomial Distributed Lag) models.
Introduction
 Impacts of returns on assets are not instantaneous, due to the lag effect. Some of agricultural prices have some evidences of lag behavior [1] [2] [3] . Various economic models such as geometric distributed lag model [4] [5] [6] , adaptive expectations and partial adjustment models [7] , rational expectation model [8] , polynomial distributed lag model [9, 10] . have being used for modelling these lags. Generally the conditional mean, used in theses estimations, provides only single summary measure for the conditional distribution of response (predictand) -the mean -given the predictor whereas quantile regression provides a more complete picture of the conditional distribution, thus, there is variation across the quantiles which exhibit different behavior [11, 12] . Also using conditional means for modelling price returns are not accurate since they present evidence of symmetric and cyclic responses [13, 14] . In the light of these, estimation of the QAR (QuantileAutoregressions) which focuses on the evolution of conditional quantiles in time instead of conditional means as the usual AR  Corresponding author: Kwadwo Agyei Nyantakyi, Ph.D., research fields: time series, quantile regression and econometrics/economics. E-mail:knyantakyi@yahoo.com.
(autoregression) becomes very important [15] . Quantile estimates in modelling are very important because it models the relation between a set of predictor variables and specific percentiles (or quantiles) of the response variable [16] . In order to address some of the issues raised above, Koenker and Ziao [17] developed a method for the Estimation of QAR models. We therefore in this research propose a conditional QPDL (quantile polynomial distributed lag) model to study the structural changes in the time series model by estimating the parameters of the QPDL model. As an economic application, we consider Sri Lanka rubber production and its price returns.
The objectives of this study are to develop a new method for the estimation of distributed lags using quantiles, to study the effects of rubber production on its price returns, and to compare the QPDL model and the PDL model
Materials and Methods

Data Source
In order to answer the issues raised above, secondary annual data was collected from FAOSTAT, food balance sheet, price statistics, available with the
Statistical Software
The R software, with the package "Quantreg" was used in fitting the conditional quantile polynomial distributed lag models.
The Model and Assumption
Given the autoregressive distributed lag (1) With dependent variable and independent variable and , 1 are independent identically distributed random errors. , , , , 1 the generated by the observations up to time 1.
The polynomial distributed lag by Almon [9] can be written as ∑ 
as defined by Chen, et al [20] , Koenker and Bassett [21] .
Given a uniformly standard random variable identically independently distributed sequence of random variables , we define the new model as conditional QPDL for the n th degree polynomial as given below:
Assuming , 1 are independent identically distributed random errors. We can write the lag model as:
Then the QPDL can be simplified as: (6) The conditional function (QPDL) can be written as | , , 
Results and Discussion
Rubber Production
The summary statistics of rubber production (in tonne) and returns on rubber between 1964-2011are given in Table 1 .
From Table 1 Table 2 .
From Table 2 , we observed that only the parameter estimates of the second and the third lags are significant and the rest of the estimates are not significant. The R-squared value is 0.52, that is 52% of the dependant variable can be explained by the independent variables with an AIC = 75.79 and BIC = 85.148.
We therefore proceed with the QPDL model estimation. 
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The conditional QPDL with 3-lags, regression parameter estimates with Proz0 the first polynomial transformation for rubber production, Proz1 the second polynomial transformation and Proz2 the third polynomial transformation, the standard errors and confidence intervals are given in Table 3 , 4,5 and 6
below. From Table 3 , the results show that all parameter estimates are significant except Proz0 and the constant with an R-square of 0.67.
The resulting equation from Table 3 Pseudo R-squared = 0.67, Number of obs = 48, Prob > F = 0.000, AIC = 54.81562. Pseudo R-square = 0.84, Number of obs = 48,Prob > F = 0.000, AIC = 66.28824. and AIC = 88.64.Hence, we proceeded to Table 6 .
From Table 6 
Test of the Parameter Estimates.
Khmaladze [22] tests whether the location-shift of the three QPDL lag coefficients are constant with respect to tau. The function Khmaladze Test computes both a joint test that all the covariate effects satisfy the null hypothesis (Tn), and a coefficient by coefficient version of the test. Tn = 4.314855 We fail to reject the joint test statistic of the hypothesis that all the slope parameters of the model satisfy the hypothesis at critical values found in Ref. [17, 23] which are:
1% critical value 5.350 and 5% critical value 4.523 with x1 = proz0 parameter estimate, x2 = proz1 and x3 = proz2. The test statistic estimates for x1 to x3 are given below: THn = x1 x2 x3 1.113720 1.346683 1.724839 Hence the individual slope parameters satisfy the null hypothesis.
Analysis of Variance
Joint test of equality of slopes: tau in {0.25 0.5 0.75} is summarised in Table 7 .
From the analysis of variance, we reject that there is no differences between the slopes of all the tau values at 5% significance level.
The AIC's for the QPDL rubber estimates were 54.81562, 66.28824, 88.64059 and 101.849 at tau = Pseudo R-square = 0.96, Number of obs = 48,Prob > F = 0.0031, AIC = 101.84897. Fig. 1 gives the QPDL parameter estimates of rubber production which enables us to compare and make inference, on the fitted model in the coefficient plots. The solid black line in these plots is the point estimate of the respective quantile regression fits, and the lighter grey region indicates a 95% confidence region. The solid (horizontal) black line in some of the plots indicates a null effect. The solid straight horizontal line in each of the plots indicates the estimated OLS effects with a red dashed lines around it representing its 95% confidence intervals.
Graphical Interpretation
From the intercept we could observe that quantile estimates differ significantly from the OLS and lies below the OLS line, and also decreases along higher quantiles.
From the production lag (proz0), the estimates decreases across the quantiles, and differ significantly from the OLS since it lies far above, and below the 95% confidence interval at both lower and higher quantiles.
From (proz1) there is an increase across the quantiles, and this differs significantly from the OLS since it lies below the OLS at lower quantile and above it at higher quantiles. Although (proz2) decreases across the quantiles, it is not significantly different from the OLS estimates since it lies within the 95% confidence interval of the OLS estimates.
Conclusions
The hypothesis that there are no differences between the estimated slopes of all the tau values at 5% Significance level was rejected. Thus, there is a significant difference between all the slopes. The AIC's for the QPDL rubber estimates were 54.81562, 66.28824, 88.64059 and 101.849 at tau = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 0.95, respectively, and the PDL has AIC = 75.79 and BIC = 85.148.
Hence, we observe that there is an impact of both current production and three past productions on the pricing of rubber as suggested by lag effects in economic theory.
From the above analysis it could be observed that the QPDL models are better estimators than the PDL models, since the R-square measures of the QPDL models are higher than that of the PDL models and also the parameter estimates of the QPDL models are significant unlike that of the PDL models which were not significant.
We also observed that the "Ordinary" regression provides only a single summary measure for the conditional distribution of response (predictand) -the mean -given the predictor whereas quantile regression provides a more complete picture of the conditional distribution.
This idea naturally lends itself to all the generalizations that have followed ordinary regression. Many problems would actually benefit more from the prediction of extreme values rather than the mean.
From the graphical presentation, the true differences could be observed.
